Examples of SCIS Catalogue records

E-books

Example 1 SCIS assigns up to ten SCIS Subject Headings for a resource.

Many of the catalogue records displayed in SCIS OPAC for books also display a cover image.

A licence arrangement with Thorpe Bowker allows ESA to display cover images in the SCIS database. Schools may copy the cover images for inclusion only in their library management system. All rights of the images are reserved by the original copyright owners.
MARC format for SCIS records

Example 2  MARC view in SCIS OPAC. SCIS cataloguing standards conform to international standards.
Websites

Example 3  The SCIS database includes catalogue records for over 10,000 websites. Schools can download and import these catalogue records to ensure that staff and students have access to quality websites through the catalogue.

Videorecordings

Example 4: SCIS catalogues DVDs, television programs and streaming video in a wide range of subjects for schools saving library staff significant time.
Fiction resources

Example 6: Fiction book containing genre headings and reviews
Learning objects

Example 5: Example 4 SCIS catalogues a range of non-book materials including interactive learning objects, video recordings, sound recordings, computer software, television broadcasts, kits and maps.